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Abstract  
 

Background: Smart buildings are one of the major application areas of technologies 

bound to embedded systems and the Internet of things. Such systems have to be 

adaptable and flexible in order to provide better services to its residents. Modelling 

such systems is an open research question. Herein, the question is approached using 

an organizational modelling methodology bound to the principles of the learning 

organization. Objectives: Providing a higher level of abstraction for understanding, 

developing and maintaining smart residential buildings in a more human 

understandable form.  Methods/Approach:  Organization theory provides us with the 

necessary concepts and methodology to approach complex organizational 

systems. Results: A set of principles for building learning agent organizations, a 

formalization of learning processes for agents, a framework for modelling knowledge 

transfer between agents and the environment, and a tailored organizational 

structure for smart residential buildings based on Nonaka’s hypertext organizational 

form. Conclusions: Organization theory is a promising field of research when dealing 

with complex engineering systems. 
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Introduction  
The Internet of Things (IoT) represents “a variety of things or objects (...) which, 

through unique addressing schemes, are able to interact with each other and 
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cooperate with their neighbours to reach common goals” (Atzori, Iera, Morabito, 

2010). These things include numerous different (often embedded)  devices  including 

but not limited to sensors of  various kinds,  actuators,  mobile devices, TV sets,  

vehicle computers;  but  also non-ICT appliances (dishwashers,  microwave ovens, 

refrigerators), electrical energy sources and building components  (Hu et al., 2011).  

Some of the key application areas of IoT are smart cities (Vlacheas et al.,  2013),  

smart power grids  (Yun, Yuxin, 2010),  smart health (Bui, Zorzi, 2011), smart transport 

(Vermesan et al., 2011),  as well as smart buildings (Welbourne et al., 2009) which 

includes smart living solutions (Dohr et al., 2010). 

 In the following research we will concentrate on the particular aspect of smart 

residential buildings which can be various building types including but not limited to 

apartment blocks, asylums, condominiums, dormitories, duplex, numerous house 

types etc.   The important commonality between these types of buildings is that they 

are habitats to people and thus must be able to adjust to their needs and behaviour 

in order to provide a pleasant living experience. 

Smart things in IoT can and should be analyzed as agents within multi-agent systems 

(MAS) and this is the approach taken herein. Various embedded systems in such 

devices often show (at least in a physical sense) a certain degree of autonomy 

(Pejić Bach, Stepanić, Strugar, 2012),  are context (environment) aware, in most 

cases benevolent, rational, adaptable (able to learn), social (aware of other things), 

reactive and proactive – all of which are characteristics of agents as described in 

(Wooldridge, 2009). 

 MAS are not simply sets of self-interested individual agents.  Agents within MAS 

have to be organized in order to achieve certain objectives. There have been 

numerous studies that applied organization theory approaches to the design of 

agent organizations including but not limited to (Argente, Julian, Botti, 2006; Blanzieri 

et al., 2001a, 2001b, 2004; Desai, Chopra, Singh, 2009; Ferber, Gutknecht, Michel, 

2004; Filipe, Fred, 2007; Filipe, 2004; Fischer, Schillo, Siekmann, 2003;  Garcia, Argente, 

Giret, 2008;  Horling, Lesser, 2005; Kolp, Giorgini, Mylopoulos, 2006;  Schatten, 2012a, 

2012b, 2013;  Schillo, Fischer, 2004;  Schillo et al.,  2004).  Herein we will take a similar 

approach with one particular organizational form in mind – the learning organization 

(Senge, 1997), and especially the knowledge creating company (Nonaka, Takeuchi, 

1995). As it will be shown, if smart residential buildings are considered as artificial 

learning organizations an elegant framework emerges that allows us to reason about 

complex solutions that might be implemented in such systems. 

 The rest of the article is organized as follows:   firstly we provide a framework for 

defining smart residential buildings as multi-agent organizations. Afterwards we give 

an outline on the concept of the learning organizations with a special accent on 

ideas that might be applicable for the issue at hand. Then we provide an 

organizational agent model based on ideas from the learning organization. In the 

end we draw our conclusions and give guidelines for future research in this area. 
 

Smart Residential Buildings as Multi-agent Organizations 
In the following we will use the conceptualization of multi-agent organizations 

provided in (Schatten, 2012a, 2013). According to this view a multi-agent 

organization can be modelled across five dimensions which correspond to the 

paradigm of organizational architecture (CTI, 2004; Churchill, 1997; Galbraith, 1995; 

Henning, 1997; Merron, 1995; Nadler, Gerstein, Shaw, 1992; Nadler, Tushman, 1997): 

(1) organizational structure, (2) processes, (3) organizational culture, (4) strategy and 

(5) individual agents. Herein we will especially concentrate on organizational 
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structure and organizational culture since they are the main building blocks of the 

learning organization as shall be shown further.  

 Individual agents from our perspective are described by their internal knowledge 

base and a number of behaviours which might be role factory (behaviour added at 

runtime and then enacted by the agent), itinerary (behaviour which allows mobile 

agents to travel across various locations and perform tasks), periodic (a behaviour 

which is looped possibly with a given period of time intervals between iterations), 

observer (behaviour in which an agents awaits an event in order to perform its 

actions), listener (a special type of observer behaviour in which and agent awaits a 

message of some other agent, client/server (behaviour which resembles the client-

server model, e.g. the client sends requests, the server responds to them), task or 

one-shot behaviour (a behaviour which represents a simple task or activity which is 

stopped after performance), finite state machine (a behaviour which resembles a 

finite state machine in which every node is an activity to be performed), sequential 

behaviour (a sequence of other behaviours) and parallel (various behaviours are run 

in parallel) (Marian et al., 2004). 

 We will assume a very simple smart resident building that consists of a number of 

floors which host a number of apartments and a number of smart devices which are 

mutually interconnected and installed across the building (in floors, halls, elevators, 

apartments or even mobile). Such a configuration can easily be extended with other 

architectural elements but for the sake of this conceptualization this configuration 

shall be enough. 

 The organizational structure of our smart resident building might be easily 

hierarchical organized. Organizational units on various level of detail can represent 

the building as the whole organization ( SMRo ), floors ( F

io , FLi , where FL  is a set of 

floor labels), individual apartments or flats (
a

jo , ALj , where AL  is a set of 

apartment labels), rooms inside apartments of other facilities ( r

ko , RLk , where RL  

is a set of room labels), individual “things” or agents ( la , Al , where A  is the set of 

all agents). We additionally define the set of all organizational units O . Due to the 

recursive definition of organizational units (organizational units consist of 

organizational units at a lower level) we are now able to observe this agent 

organization on various levels of detail similarly to other aggregation approaches like 

holonic (Fischer, Schillo, Siekmann, 2003), aggregate (Lamarche-Perrin, Demazeau, 

Vincent, 2013), swarm-based (Terna, 2002), andmulti-level (Gil-Quijano, Louail, 

Hutzler, 2012) MAS. 

 Organizational culture represents the intangible aspects of an organization, and 

most prominently knowledge which is stored in form of organizational memory. The 

holders of knowledge can be agents (“things”) or the environment (especially 

humans which use the MAS organization). In our case organizational knowledge is 

embedded into agents’ knowledge bases, on-line services and residents. Thus, we 

have three sets of knowledge artefacts:  A

n

AA kkK ,...,1  - set of agent knowledge 

artefacts (configuration, protocols, stored data etc.),  O

m

OO kkK ,...,1  - set of 

knowledge artefacts provided by on-line services (Web and RESTful services, on-line 

databases etc.), and  R

o

RR kkK ,...,1  - set of residents’ knowledge artefacts (a wide 

range of human knowledge about them and the world). 
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The Learning Organization 
A simple definition of a learning organization is that it is an organization which 

employees continuously learns new skills which they apply in increasing the quality of 

the products and services the organization provides (Noe, 1986). It is a place where 

humans steadily widen their potentials to achieve better results, where new models 

of thought are developed, and where people learn how to learn together (Senge, 

2006, p. 14). It is an organizational form which repeating widens its capacity in order 

to achieve its objectives (Bahtijarević-Šiber, 1999. p. 770).  

 Jennings (2000) provides a number of guidelines for achieving and maintaining a 

learning organization: 

o Business policy and management structures have to allow for change which is the 

result of individual action. That subsumes that individuals are empowered to ask 

questions, publicly deliberate about them as well as have an influence on 

organizational events especially those which concern them; 

o The organization has to have the will and desire to seek and notice feedback 

from its environment by asking questions to people and organizations it makes 

business with. It has to be mentioned that not only individuals can change the 

organization, but also the organization can change its environment by seeking 

information from it and about it; 

o Individuals must have the right to be flexible in what and how they do; 

o Individuals must be allowed to think about phenomena they encounter by 

themselves, in order to make own conclusions, rather than that they are taught 

what they should think. Discussions and divergence in thought are always 

possible. Such conflicts have to be tolerated and resolved constructively in order 

to learn from them; 

o It has to be understood that the individual with its unique knowledge is the most 

valuable asset of the organization that has to be put to good use; 

o Everyone in the organization has to learn, not only the management; 

o Is has to be understood that the development of a learning organization is an 

ongoing process, not a one-time event. 

 

 Organizational learning to be adopted by organizations should be: 

Cyclic learning. Once acquired knowledge is enriched by new information through 

a continuous cycle of learning. 

Learning by doing. An organization and its individual employees learn by performing 

their work. Without the right action there will be no right answers or learning from 

errors. By deciding about action and monitoring its impact new information is 

acquired and learned (Self Renewal Group, 2000). Learning is becoming an 

integral part of the work process, meaning that the difference between doing 

and learning disappears (Bahtijarević-Šiber, 1999. p. 771).” 

Collective learning. Everybody learns by doing, and in a way we are continuously 

“going to school”. Learning is happening all the time (Robbins, 1993). 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to educate and train employees in methods and 

techniques which are needed to change the work process in order to find new 

solutions. Such techniques might include new marketing, organization, IT or 

planning techniques which are not necessarily part of an employee’s everyday 

work. Thus training teams should be established in order for employees to learn 

skills from others in their organizational unit and understand the mutual 

correspondence between their own work and activities of the organizational unit 

as a whole (Bahtijarević-Šiber, 1999. p. 771). 
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Context-aware learning. To be aware means to know what is being perceived in the 

moment it is perceived: the perception of a thing or situation, the content of out 

thought, a sentiment or desire (Petz, 1992, p. 440). In business organizations 

context-aware learning deals particularly with planned learning activities like 

trainings, seminars and life-long learning; but also with the awareness of 

employees when, where and how they perceive something new and memorize it. 

Multi-directional learning. Such learning occurs when there is a large enough 

discrepancy between individual thoughts which then motivate argumentation 

(Self Renewal Group, 2000). 

 

Additional insights into the processes behind learning and knowledge creation 

can be found in the notion of the knowledge creating company as described by 

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). They based their conceptualization on the knowledge 

spiral shown on figure 1 (Barlow, 2000). The spiral of knowledge consists of four 

processes which are bound to two types of knowledge implicit (hidden, latent, 

delitescent) and explicit (evident, external, and written): 

Socialization. The first process, socialization, is the transposition of implicit knowledge 

again into implicit knowledge. This is achieved by observing foreign behaviour 

and adopting it. Humans, for example, learn how to speak and survive in their 

community solely by this process. 

Externalization. The second process, externalization, is the process of transforming 

implicit into explicit knowledge. It is achieved by formalizing (“writing down”) 

internal knowledge to be observable by others. For example, a skilled programmer 

might write down his experience in good programming techniques. 

Internalization. Internalization represents the transformation of explicit into implicit 

knowledge. It is the process in which something we learned becomes an 

automated behaviour. For example, when a person learns how to drive, it thinks 

about all the manual steps fully aware (when to brake, when to look at the mirrors, 

when to change the gear etc.). Once learned, the person becomes unaware of 

its actions; the actions become an automated process. 

Combination. In the combination process, explicit is again transformed into explicit 

knowledge. It is achieved by combining explicit knowledge into new findings. 

Most academic institutions rely mostly on this process. 

 

Nonaka further explains that, even if managers often think that knowledge is 

created exclusively in the combination process, it is much more effective and 

creative to create knowledge by going through all four quadrants. In this way various 

creative processes like group based problem solving, new product or service design 

and project management can have better outcomes. For some projects, it will be 

necessary to visit all quadrants multiple times, which is how a knowledge spiral 

emerges (Barlow, 2000). 

According to Nonaka, combination and internalization are better adjusted to 

bureaucratic organizations, while socialization and externalization apply preferably 

to team based structures. This is summarized in the idea of the hypertext organization 

in which employees should (as do hyperlinks on WebPages) delineate bureaucracy 

and connects team based projects with hierarchical organized units (Barlow, 2000; 

Žugaj & Schatten, 2008). Thus his organizational model consists of three layers: 

Business system layer - represents the performance of day-to-day business processes 

in the organization. Since a hierarchical organized bureaucracy is most efficient 

for routine activities, this layer has a pyramidal structure. 
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Project team layer - represents cross-functional, cross-divisional, and cross-process 

activities which enrich the knowledge of the organization. This layer has a team 

based network structure. 

Knowledge based layer - represents a fictional layer in which the knowledge 

created in the previous two layers is re-categorized and put into new contexts. It 

represents the culture, the vision and the data and knowledge-bases of the 

organization.  

 

Figure 1 

The Spiral of Knowledge according to Nonaka 

 
 
Source: Nonaka, 2004 

 

One of the most important characteristics of the hypertext organization is that 

employees are able to switch their context in order to foster adaptability, robustness 

and better reaction to influences from the environment. Knowledge is transferred 

between the layers and in continuously transformed into new and relevant 

knowledge for the organization (Rado, 2002). The model of the hypertext 

organization is presented on Figure 2. 

 

Organizational Agent Model 
Having discussed the learning organization in human corporations, we can now 

formalize this knowledge on our original agent organization model. From the 

guidelines provided by (Jennings, 2000) we might develop general principles for 

learning agent organizations:  

1. (All) agents should be able to learn by observing and interacting with their 

environment. 

2. Individual agents can have different opinions which might contradict due to the 

complex socio-technical system they are part of and interact with. 
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3. The agent organization (not only individual agents) have to be context aware 

and in constant interaction with their environment. 

4. The agent organization has to be aware of the individual knowledge its agents 

posses. 

5. Agents have to be autonomous and flexible in action choice. 

6. Agents have to be empowered to continuously change the system’s 

organization. 

 

Figure 2  

Nonaka’s Hypertext Organization 

 
 

Source: Garavelli, 2004 

 

These outlined principles can have major implications for both theory and 

practice. While principle 1 might sound trivial, giving the possibility to learn to all 

agents subsumes the need for developing learning algorithms for a very diverse 

range of sensor and actuator devices, as well as their implementation in embedded 

systems. 

Principle 2 is bound to the previous, since by learning from a complex socio-

technical system, agents might reflect states of this often self-contradictory system 

(Schatten, Bača, Ivanković, 2009; Schatten, Maleković, Rabuzin, 2009). If an agent’s 

knowledge becomes inconsistent with the knowledge of other agents, they might 

end up with conflicting views on cooperative behaviour. This implies the need for 

detection such inconsistencies as well as straightening them out. 

In principle 3 the notion of context is not only bound to individual agents, but 

agent organizations. From a theoretical perspective, how does a group of agent 

become aware of anything? A possible solution might be to define context in form of 

metadata descriptors which assign important information about context (time, 

space, history of preceding events etc.) to individual knowledge artefacts. Such 
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context descriptors could then be exchanged between agents. Thus for practice, 

protocols of context exchange have to be established. 

Principle 4 provides another peculiar condition: agents have to be able to share 

their knowledge bases to other agents. In heterogeneous agent environments this 

might be a special challenge for practice.  

Similarly, principle 5 could also be a challenge for development: how do we 

develop agents that might choose actions to perform depending on their own 

internal knowledge which might be inconsistent (remember principle 2). How do we 

ensure that such agent performance conforms to the needs and wants of residents? 

Principle 6 from a practical viewpoint lets us ask the question: how do we engineer 

(complex) systems that can change their internal organization to avoid undesired (or 

even faulty) states and dynamics? From a theoretic perspective, how do we 

understand, model, implement and optimize organizational change for artificial 

organizations?  

The various types of learning introduce the necessity of agents to perform various 

learning behaviours. Cyclic learning means that each agent has to have a periodic 

behaviour in which it continuously updates its knowledge base with information 

perceived from the environment. This is particularly true for various agents that adapt 

to human behaviour especially regarding providing ambient services tailored 

towards the needs of a resident (heating, humidity, luminosity, ambient music etc.). A 

number of machine learning techniques can be employed here to get self-

optimizing behaviour over time. 

Learning by doing, on the other hand, implies the need for a mechanism in agents 

that will allow them to learn by observing the actions of it, the resident and other 

agents. Such behaviour might be modelled in form of an observer behaviour, which 

waits for actions to take place (the events) and then adds additional rules and facts 

to the knowledge base based on this observation. For example when a new agent 

(“thing”) is introduced into an apartment or other facility, it might learn from other 

agents in range how to behave by observing their actions. A new speaker might in 

this way adjust its volume by observing the volume level of the other (already 

installed) speakers or configure its rules of functioning based on the already 

established rules in other speakers. Such an introduction of new behaviour could be 

modelled by a role factory. The observation of actions might be implemented in 

form of a complex event processor (Wu, Diao, Rizvi, 2006) or active graph grammar 

(Schatten, 2012a, 2013), while the learning process could be developed by a 

method called implicit cultural learning (Birukou, Blanzieri, Giorgini, 2006; Blanzieri et 

al., 2001a, 2001b, 2004; Okreša Đurić, Schatten, 2012). 

 Collective learning states that not only those agents have to learn from each 

other, but that this process has to be organized. Thus agents have to be organized in 

organizational units (teams) which deal with particular types of knowledge artefacts. 

To reflect this necessity we will introduce a new type of organizational unit - learning 

teams ( ROAT

i KKKio , ) which is an overlay structure in the sense of virtual 

organizations as defined by (Barnatt, 1995). These organizational units are not part of 

the organizational hierarchy, but connect their parts (agents) in cross-unit teams. This 

technique might be especially useful in cases when new agents are introduced into 

the system. When the first agent that senses the presence of a new device, if the 

device of course is compatible and/or of a similar type, it might inform other devices 

of the team about it and its capabilities. The new agent might be added to the 

team and learn from the other agents as describe above.  

Context-aware learning introduces two mechanisms: (1) the ability of individual 

agents to store not only knowledge artefacts, but their context of acquiring as well; 
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and (2) a periodic behaviour which continuously checks for new and relevant 

knowledge artefacts from available on-line services. This is very similar to a well 

known feature: automated software updates. But, this behaviour does not have to 

be limited to such updates, for example a heating system might continuously 

observe weather forecast services and adjust its behaviour according to it. 

Multi-directional learning takes into consideration that residents might not always 

behave rationally and thus introduce discrepancies into the learned knowledge of 

different agents. As an example, some resident might change her/his preferences 

over lighting intensity. Let us assume that the resident only uses two rooms in the 

period when the change in preferences has taken place. In this situation the lighting 

agents in these rooms will learn the new preferences, but other lighting agents are 

not aware of this change. Thus a discrepancy in beliefs between the individual 

agents emerges which has to be straighten out. One approach to this might be 

logical argumentation (Chesnevar, Maguitman, Loui, 2000). The two agents might 

argue that the knowledge artefacts’ they have acquired is newer than those of the 

other agents (this metadata has to be stored of course in a context descriptor). 

The four processes of knowledge transformation describe agents’ behaviours 

towards knowledge artefacts. For example, the process of socialization is bound to 

the learning by doing as described above. Agents observe the behaviour of other 

agents (which is the reflection of their internal knowledge artefacts) and make this 

artefacts part of their own knowledge base. The process of externalization gives 

agents the possibility to provide their own internal knowledge artefacts in form of 

services to other agents. In this way other agents can query the knowledge base of 

other agents which decided to provide such a service. On the other hand, the 

process of internalization allows agents to internalize knowledge artefacts from 

external (explicit) sources like various on-line services or querying services provided 

by other agents. This of course might induce additional behaviour for the agent 

possible instanced by a role factory behaviour. In the end, the process of 

combination makes it possible for agents to combine various sources of knowledge 

artefacts and provide them as a new amalgamated service (mash up applications 

being a very good example of this process). 

The hypertext organization model integrates the above findings into a coherent 

structure. The business system layer represents the hierarchical organized agent 

structure (oSMR) which was already described. The team based layer is represented in 

form of learning teams of agents (oT ) while performing a collective learning process. 

The Knowledge based layer is then the knowledge artefact infrastructure made up 

from various on-line and agent provided services. 

 

Conclusion & Future Research 
In this paper we described smart resident buildings by borrowing ideas from 

organization theory, and especially the notion of a learning organization. It has been 

shown that there is much to learn from this particular organizational form that could 

enrich the theory and development of smart Internet of things devices for a class of 

application areas in which smart collaborating embedded devices have to learn 

from and adjust to a complex socio-technical system. Major challenges for both 

theory and practice have been outlined in form of six principles and a number of 

promising solutions have been proposed.  

Various agent learning processes have been modelled using a number of agent 

behaviours as well as other advanced computational techniques. Examples of real 

world scenarios in which these types of learning might be of good use and methods 

for implementing them have been proposed as well.  
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A framework for knowledge artefact sharing based on the knowledge spiral by 

Nonaka was introduced in form of knowledge artefact transformation processes and 

accompanying querying services. The learning and knowledge transformation 

processes have been integrated into an organizational structure that was modelled 

after Nonaka’s hypertext organization. Our future effort is oriented towards building 

an integral agent development framework based in organization theory which shall 

include the formalization of organizational design methods which are applicable to 

multi-agent systems. 
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